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APIs to manage Iguana

License API
Newest API to automate Iguana provisioning.

Log API
Sharing log insights with non-Iguana users.

Monitor API
Expand the toolbox for monitoring Iguana.
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Today’s IT challenges

Managing 
applications

Iguana just a part
of your application 

landscape. 

Efficient
deployment
Automating set up of 

environments and 
applications. 

Leveraging 
virtualization

Capitalizing on the cloud, 
VMs and containers. 

Managing
at scale

Efficiency & 
reducing risk

Efficiency &
cost control
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Super important
caveat slide!
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What are containers?

Key points to understand:

• Like VMs, share and maximize server capacity.
• Unlike VMs, also share same operating system.
• Compact and usually contain one application or 

part of application (like a microservice).
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Why are companies using containers?

Key advantages:

• Lightweight. Small snapshots. Use less memory. Instant startup.

• Quick application deployment.

• Application portability (impact on DR)

• Dynamic scale
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Key Iguana concern: licensing

Moving a container or creating a copy
can create a new Iguana ID
and invalidate configured license.
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Deployment workflow

Configuration

Establishing 
settings, users, 
channels, etc.

Licensing

Activating the 
application.

Installation

Setting up the
Iguana 
application. 

Provisioning

Setting up the 
environment.
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Where is the friction in licensing now?

1

2

Ensuring licenses are available.

Manually retrieving and configuring licenses.

Solution: New business model (Enterprise/Professional)

Solution: License API opens up automation options.
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Licensing the manual way

Find your 
Iguana ID.

1

Log into 
member
center.

2
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Licensing the manual way

Find the 
license name 

and hit 
Activate.

3
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Licensing the manual way

Enter 
Iguana ID.

4
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Licensing the manual way

Copy
license code.

5
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Licensing the manual way

Click and 
enter code.

6
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What does API let you do?

Licensing portal   – my.interfaceware.com/api
List available licenses
Activate a license
Transfer a license

Instance API – localhost:6543/license
Get Iguana ID
Apply license code
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Licensing through the API

How do I get my Iguana ID?
1

From the license APIOn the command line

./iguana --id local Details = net.http.get{
url = 

'https://localhost:6543/license/detail',
auth = {

username = 'admin',
password = 'password’
},

live = true
}
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Licensing through the API

Signing in / Retrieve and store auth token.
2

What you getWhat you send
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Licensing through the API

Activate license / Pull license code
3

What you getWhat you send
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Licensing through the API

Install the license
4

From the license APIOn the command line

./iguana –install_license <license path> local Details = net.http.get {
url = 'https://localhost:6543/license/detail',
auth = {

username = 'admin',
password = 'password'
},

parameters = {
key = ’G5F4DGGRRR435G67HJK76H67J6J54GG'
}

live = true
}
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Container concerns for relicensing

Two potential approaches …

Configuring static MAC address

Persisting key data to script licensing:
* API credentials
* Old Iguana ID

What if my container gets moved or I want to move it?

1

2
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What are you automating?

Configuration
Establishing settings, 
users, channels, etc.

Licensing
Activating the 
application.

Installation
Setting up the
Iguana application. 

Provisioning
Setting up the 
environment.

Talk to us!


